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In this work combined Vet1ical Electrical Sounding (VES), Dipole-Dipole profiling and 

magnetic surveys are carried out around the Boku thermal area near Nazareth town, The analysis 

of the results obtained from the integrated geophysical methods has provided useful infOlmation 

regarding the electrical characteristics of the subsurface, which is related to the thickness and 

depth ranges of the different subsurface layers. The physical propelty distribution, which is 

obtained by these surveys, is analysed with pal1icular significance for thermal water and 

structural controls. 

Nine Vel1ical Electrical Sounding (VES) measurements using the Schulumberger configuration 

along two pm'aBel profiles were calTied out. The field apparent resistivity data is plotted against 

electrode separation and initial model parameters for each sounding station are obtained using 

two layer master curves and the auxilimy point charts. For quantitative evaluation of the 

resistivity soundings, the field data were fed to an iterative computer program, In this program 

the apparent resistivities obtained as a function of electrode spacings are converted to true 

resistivities as a function of depth, Using the initial model parameters obtained from curve 

matching, the computer program iteratively modifies the resistivities to obtain the best fit with the 

field data for the layer thickness chosen for the model. 

Based on the inversion, a five-layered geoelectric section is obtained along the first profile 

except at YES 2, which has got a three-layer em1h stmcture. A unique distribution of subsurface 

resistivity has been obselved at YES 4 and on the second profile. This unique subsurface 

resistivity is charactelised by a velY low resistivity value for the large electrode separation. This 

behaviour may actually be associated with the high conductance of the deep layers. The location 

of the Baku thelmal centre, which is between the position of YES 5 and 6, has a four and five 

layered earth stmcture. From the geoelectric section it is expected that a fault zone may be the 
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YES2, which is bounded by a velY high resistivity value at the position ofVES 1 and YES 3. A 

lithological contact zone may be expected around the location of YES 1 and YES 2. The same 

resistivity difference is observed between YES 5 and YES 6. YES 4 has shown a typical nature, 

which is characterised, by a velY low resistive zone. To ensure the real elech'ical behaviour of the 

area an additional geophysical method such as gravity methods may be more valuable. 

The second profile consists of YES 7,8 and 9 and YES 7 has a seven layered earth 

sh'ucture, YES 8 has a tlu'ee layered ealth structure and YES 9 had a four layered eatth structure. 

Along profile 2 the interesting behaviour is the velY low resistive zones for the large electrode 

separation which indicates the deep structural and geological features of the study area. 

The dipole- dipole profiling psedosection section has been carded out only along the first 

profile. Here also, very low resistive zone is investigated around the location of the first segment, 

which is the position of YES 1, 2 and 3. Also velY low resistive zone is investigated around YES 

5 and·6 that is the Boku thelmal centre. Segment two of the profiling pseudosection generally 

indicates a high resistive zone. 

The magnetics survey shows generally qualitative information. A velY low magnetic response 

is observed around the location of YES 1 for the first profile. Along the second profile a velY low 

magnetic response is observed around the location of YES 2 and YES 5, which might be 

'.' associated with the fault or fracture in the area. Again profile 3 has shown a velY low magnetic 

response around the position ofVES. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Geophysical methods are applied to obtain information about the subsurface of the earth 

that is not available from surface geological observations. A variety of natural resources, 

engineering and scientific applications can benefit from geophysical field surveys capable of 

detecting and mapping underground inhomogeneities and sttuctures and to solve vatious 

problems in the field of applied geology and engineering. In pat1icular the contribution of the 

geophysical methods in the evaluation of hydrogeological systems has been acknowledged in 

many parts of the world. 

Geophysical exploration examines the physical phenomena of the eat1h, measures their 

associated parameters and is applied to the solution of geological problems. In the case of 

geothermal fields it is applied to distinguish suitable location of bore- holes tln'ough which hot 

fluids at depth can be tapped. 

Geothermal energy is an impo11ant and promising alternative energy resource that has seen 

a continual growth tln'oughout this centUlY; regrettably, its fortunes have reflected the variable 

success experienced when traditional petroleum exploration techniques are used. 

There is abundant geothermal energy in the eat1h's crust and it has the potential to make the 

energy economies of many countries throughout the world pat1icularly as fossil fuels grow more 

expensive and scarce. Of course the use of geothermal energy already has been demonstrated in 

many different settings throughout the world. 

There is no argument that the geothelmal energy in the eat1h is immense and there is 

likewise little argument that most of this energy is far too deeply buried ever to be of practical 

concern in terms of extinction and use by man. But even restricting ones attention to the 

9 
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geothetmal energy in only the earth's ClUst (approximately the outer 10 - ISkm) the amount of 

usable energy is still huge. The growth of geothermal energy use is varied in the technological 

and scientific areas such as electrical power generation, for space heating, process heating, 

agricultural use, etc. Non-electrical applications of geothennal energy are such as animal 

husbandry, plastic explosive manufacturing, water desalination, and snow melting milk 

pasteurisation and air conditioning. 

Geothermal energy is also used for hydrotherapy, extraction of chemicals (both associated 

-or not with the geothetmal fluids) and for fresh water supply. 

It is a common experience that areas with high anomalous thermal gradient and various 

fOlms of hydrothetmal activities are expected to show anomalously high temperature at depth. 

These might represent exploitable and economically important concentrations if found at depths 

between 1I2km and 3km. Deeper sources would be costly to exploit and shallower ones have 

insufficient pressure to petmit the high enthalpy desired (Gezahegn 1980). 

In Ethiopia various areas within the rift valley have been identified to possess great 

potential for geothermal energy. One ofthese areas is the Boku fumaroles, which are located in 

the tectonically active central part of the Main Ethiopian Rift and are associated with the acidic 

central volcano which has been erupted in the late QuaternalY. Since the hydrothennal activities 

are localised on the western shoulder of this volcano, and more specifically outside the Calder, an 

appropriate conceptual model is prepared to show the major hydrothermal fluid calTying 

structures and the associated rhyolitic structures (foliation features) which diffuse the steam at the 

surface. (Tamiru and Vernier, 1997). The aim of the present study is to define the major structural 

controls of the Boku thennal centres and test the effectiveness of the proposed model in the area 

where there are numerous thermal manifestations like thelmal splings, fumaroles, hotgrounds, 

etc., using geophysical methods. 

10 
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1.1 The Study Area 

The study area is located in the tectonically active axial palt of the East African Rift 

system between 8° 23'- 8° 32' latitude & 39° 14'- 39° 24' longitude where the topography is 

dominated by sunken strips of land between a series of nOlmal faults. More specifically, the area 

is located in the patt of the rift system called the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) that occupies the 

central part of the counhy where acidic and cenh'al volcanoes are mainly erupted along NE - SW 

tectonic lines, Fig (1). 

The area is characterised by high geothelmal gradient associated with acidic volcanic 

centres. The main geological feature in the study area, the Boku caldera, located near Nazareth 

town about 100km SE of Addis Ababa, represent typical example of central eruption fi:om where 

peralkaline acidic lavas and pyroclastic deposits have been erupted. This area is also 

characterised by high geothermal gradient and high thelmal anomaly Tamiru. and Vernier, 

(1997). Past studies show that pyroclastic deposits are the major thermal aquifers in the lakes 

region, especially in the Aluto volcanic centres Berhanu (1993). On the basis of the general 

hydrogeological model represented in Tamiru A. and Vernier (1997), the present study will h'y to 

disclose the complex structural features of the Nazareth deep aquifer. The inclination of deep 

running tectonic lineaments that transpOlt thermal waters and steam is not yet detelmined, which 

is quite important to locate precisely the source area. 

The area is characterised by a repeated step faulting which makes it clear that the Boku 

area is still located on active deep tectonic zone. The major river flowing in the area is the Wonji 

Shoa River, which is located south of the Boku thernlal centres. 

11 
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1.2 Previous Work over the Area 

Since the early 1970s reliable geophysical data pettaining to geothelmal exploration have 

been obtained in the Main Ethiopian Rift. The Ethiopian institute of Geological Survey (EIGS) of 

the Ministty of Mines, in Cupertino with the UNDP has carried out a study of the hydrothelmal 

activity of the area Geophysical report of the MER by UNDP (1973). 

Also a report submitted by Habteab Z. and Melese B. (1987) from the EIGS of the Ministty 

of Mines has shown the hydrogeology and hydrochemistty of the Boku area. At the same time the 

same workers in the area have carried out a semi-detailed geological investigation. 

The neotectonics of the Boku area has been studied by the work of Alula (1990). 

Tamiru and Vernier (1997) that initiated the objective of the present study around the area 

have can·ied out a detailed hydrogeological and geochemical investigation. 

All the above aspects of study collectively are interesting and they are good indication for the 

area to be a potential geothetmal reservoir. The geophysical sUlveys, which form the major 

objective of this work, are tobe presented in this paper. 

1.3 Objectives ofthe Present Study 

The aim of a geothermal exploration programme, in general, is to investigate, delineate 

and exploit economically attractive geothermal resetvoirs characterised by high temperature (> 

180°c), relatively shallow depth « 3kut), high petmeability and high recharge for long term 

electrical and lor thelmal energy production Befekadu (1989). 

The objective of the present study is, based on all the geological and hydrogeological data 

collected so far and various geophysical methods will be carried out in the thesis work to define 

13 
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the underground major structures, to locate the hot water centres and define the main circulation 

medium and to check the effectiveness of the proposed conceptual model for the area. 

1.4 Methods ofInvestigation 

To achieve the objective of the proposed study the following procedure has been utilised: -

First, data regarding geological and volcanological aspect of the area will be 

collected. These include study of the stratigraphy of the area, the relation between the 

hydrothetmal manifestations and the stt·ucturallineaments of the area that is explained in chapter 

two. 

Next, all the information regarding the hydrogeology and the geochemistty of the 

area will be gathered ii·om published papers and interpreted to get a better future picture of the 

area which is discussed in chapter three. 

On the third step a geophysical surveys using vet1ical electrical sounding, electrical 

profiling and magnetics method has been carried out as discussed in chapter four & five. 

Finally correlation of the present study with specific literature dealing with 

theoretical works related with geothetmal problems can·ied out on different places in and outside 

the country has been canied out in the study of the present work. 

, 
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2. GEOLOGY OF THE BOKU AREA 

2.1 Regional Geology of the Nazareth Area 

The Ethiopian rift system which is part of the East Afi"ican Rift System may be sub -

divided into three main sectors. These are the South-Western Rift zone, the Main Ethiopian Rift 

and Afar depression. 

The Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) is a symmetrical graben with uplifted flanks and steep 

border faults Gidey et al. (1990). This structural depression serves as a divide between the nOllh

western or Ethiopian Plateau and the south-eastern or Somalian Plateau. According to many 

authors (Di Paola, 1972; Mohr, 1986;and others) this rift is the result of tensional movements 

which affected the uplifted Ethio-Somalia plateau. A large number of step faults have produced a 

total difference in altitude of more than 1000 m between the top of the plateau and the floor the 

lift. Almost all of these faults are normal faults (Di Paola, 1972). 

The floor of the MER is marked by a persistent belt of intense, fresh, faulting which has 

been telIDed the Wonji Fault Belt (WFB) (Mohr, 1960). The WFB extends fi'om south of Lake 

Chamo in southern Ethiopia to the Lake Abhe area in central Afar. 

Two main tectonic events have been recognised conce111ing the tectonic evolution of the 

Ethiopian Rift System. The first event which started since Eocene (Mohr, 1976a) involved the 

uplift of the Ethiopian swell. Large scale faulting later took place across the swell to fOlm the 

Afar and the Ethiopian Rift and this represents the second major tectonic event. The initiation of 

the Ethiopian Rift and the Afar can be traced to 14My ago (Kazmin and Seifemichael, 1978). 

(Barberi et aI., 1975, and others suggest an early Miocene age for the rifts. The last major episode 
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of rift faulting resulted in the formation of the Wonji Fault Belt which is constituted by a number 

of faults which shattered the rift floor in to several relatively small horst and graben sttuctures. 

According to Gidey et ai. (1990) the MER may be geographically subdivided into three sectors 

nOllhern, central and southern. Based on this sub- division the study area is located in the 

tectonically active central pall of the Main Ethiopian Rift. 

Di Paola (1972) identified four main successive periods of volcanic activity in the part of 

the MER found between 7°00'and 8°40' latitude nOllh. Accordingly, the main events are: 

1) Basaltic eruptions with emplacement of explosive dominantly ignimbritic products and 

associated volcano-tectonic collapses 

2) Building of silicic central volcanoes on the ignimbrites 

3) basaltic fissural etuptlons and 

4) edification of recent silicic, mostly pantelleritic, centres and associated "subhistorical" 

basaltic fissure etuptions. 

Meyer et ai., (1975) distinguished two main volcanic units in the northern part of the rift 

system. The first of these units is identified as the "Nazareth Series+" with an age range of 5-2 

my. According to Kazmin and Seifemichael (1978), this series includes a thick succession of 

ignimbrites, unwelded tuffs, ash flows and rhyolitic and trachyte flows. They form the large part 

of the rift floor and also outcrop in the rift escarpments and on the adjacent plateau margins. In 

Nazareth area, according to Meyer et al .(1975), this series is represented by rhyolites and 

ignimbrites .Etuptions of these units is considered to be mainly through fissures and vents, but 

local centres also occur (Alula,1990) . 

The second volcanic unit of Meyer et ai.(1975), is the young "Wonji series++" built up 

mainly from extensive basaltic flows. Ignimbrites, rhyolite and trachyte flows, and pumice 
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deposits are also found in this series. his volcanisim is spatially restricted to the axial extension 

zone of the rift system which is the WFB. The volcanic products of this series are observed to be 

associated to NNE- SSE running faults or are erupted from fissures and vents in this direction 

(Alula, 1990). The Wonji volcanism spanned from Pleistocene up to recent, according to several 

authors. In the Nazareth area, this series is mainly represented by basaltic and rhyolitic lava 

flows. The Nazareth and Wonji volcanic units are separated by a major episode of rift faulting. 

This faulting phase came into activity 1.6 - 1.8 my ago Kazmin and Seifemichael (1978) Mohr ( 

1986). 

The representative volcanic stratigraphy of the central part of the Main Ethiopian Rift as stated 

in Mohr (1983) is given in table ( 1 ), where the local stratigraphic section is also represented. 

Table (1). The Nazareth area volcanic sh'atigaphy (Mohr, 1983 and the references therein; Alula 

et ai., 1992). Quatemary = 0 -1.7my; Pliocene = 1.7 -5my. 

0.25 Boseti and Gadamsa Basalts = 3-4 

Unwelded ignimbrites =5 

0.45 -0.4 Bofa Basalts 

0.5 Gadamsa = 20 - 50 

0.6 Adama Boku Basalts =5 

0.8 Boku Rhyolites =200 

1.6 Wonji Basalts 

17 
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1.7-1.6 Boseti ignimbrites; floor complex ignimbrites > 100 

3.3 -3.1 Tede Rhyolites 

From stratigraphic point of view, the Boku rhyolites fall between Adama Boku basalts 

and Wonji basalts. The acidic rocks consist of rhyolite lava domes, obsidian flows, tuffs and 

ashes. 

2.1.1 Stratigraphy of Nazareth area 

As the work of Woldu (1994) explains the oldest volcanic rocks present in the area are 

represented by compact fiamme ignimbrites (II )which show a contemporaneous emplacement 

with alternating flows of aphanitic dark basalt(B I). Also from places around the Nazareth area 

and from previous works, the II UJ}it is believed to be relatively older than the B I. These rocks .are 

prominently exposed along nOlih-NOliheast oriented faults in the area west and Southwest of 

Nazareth town. An absolute age of 1.7my was given to the ignimbrite unit (Mohr, 1987). 

Thin and subordinate layers of pyroclastic pumice fall and ash flow deposits have often 

been observed in sections OCCUlTing as interlayer between main flows in the above units. These 

pumice fall and ash flow deposits do also outcrop in few places(Woldu Ameneshoa, et al.,1994). 

The above sequence is followed by rhyolitic lava flows (RI) which mainly formed the 

Boku Ridge and are often associated with thin obsidian interlayerings. They have also been 

obseJved to contain thin ash flow and pumice layers in some places. From absolute age data and 

fi'om previous works it is believed that they are younger than the above units. An absolute age as 

old as 0.8 my and younger has been assigned to these rocks (Bigazzi, et aI., 1981). 

18 
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Then come the poorly welded ignimbrites (I2) with absolute age ofO.5lmy (Mohr, I 987). 

The coarsely pOlphyritic vesicular basalt unit(B2) which is characterised by abundant feldspar 

and olivine phenoclysts take a stratigraphic position above the poorly welded lithic rich 

ignimbrites (12) unit. An absolute age of OAmy was assigned to this unit(Alula et aI., 1992).This 

vesicular pOlphyritic basalt unit, in turn, takes a stratigraphic position below the acidic volcanics 

(R2)that formed the rhyolitic domes Northeast and Southwest of Nazareth, and flows east of it. 

Then come units that are products related to the Gadamsa caldera . They are formed by 

ignimbrites, ash falls and flows, pumice falls, and surges listed in a stratigraphic sequence ii-om 

bottom to top as is displaced by sections in the nOlihern part of the caldera. An absolute age 

range from 0.8 my to 0.2 my has been assigned to the products related to Gadamsa(Bigazzi et aI., 

1981 ). 

The last phase of volcanic activity in the study area is represented by unwelded tuffs and 

basaltic cinder (and spatter) cones. The latter are associated with basaltic lava flows and an age 

younger than 0.06mywas given to them (Bigazzi et al.,1981). 

Finally the lacustrine and fluvial sediments represent the youngest deposits in the 

stratigraphic sequence .Their age spanned from Pleistocene up to the present (Di Paola,1972; 

Kazmin and Seifemichael, 1978). Table( 2 ) shows the general stratigraphic sequence of the 

Nazareth area on the basis of lithologic conelation. Figure ( 2 ) shows locally exposed rock 

sections observed in different parts of the Nazareth area. 

2.1.2 Description of Major Rock Units 

In the Nazareth area reasonably good outcrops are found along ridges escatpments (in 

many cases bound by faults), across road cuts, river cuts and in quarries. 
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Table; 2.£. Stratigraphic sequence of the btudy area. 
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The rocks exposed in the area consist of various volcanics and younger sediments. The 

volcanics vary fi'om basalt to rhyolite in lithology and include basaltic flows, basaltic cinder and 

spatter products (forming cones) acidic lava flows and ignimbrites as well as pyroclastic flows 

and falls (mainly pumice and ash deposits). These rocks are products of rift volcanism that 

spanned fi'om Pliocene to recent (Mohr,1987 and others). While the sediments (which are 

lacustrine and fluvial) are of QuaternalY age (Kazmin and Seifemichael, 1978; Di Paola, 1972); 

the fluvial sediments are present day deposits. 

The rocks outcropping in the Nazareth area have been put into six units mainly based on 

lithologic variations, though in some cases (pyroclastic deposits) relative age relation was also 

considered. These lithologic units are: 

a) Older pyroclastic deposits: which include poorly to intensely welded 

ignimbrites, ash flows and pumice fall deposits; 

b) Basic lava flows (basalts): consisting of an older aphanitic basalt flow and 

younger porphyritic vesicular basalts; 

c) Acidic lava flows: consisting of an older acidic lava flows which fmm the 

Boku Ridge (south of Nazareth) and other younger acidic products which mainly 

fmm elongated domes Northeast and Southeast of Nazareth; 

d) Younger pyroclastic deposits: which include ash flows and falls, pumice falls, 

ignimbrites and surge deposits which are products of the Gadamsa central volcano 

together with much younger unwelded tuff which usually occur in many 

topographically low lying places; 

e) Basaltic cinder and spatter products which form volcanic cones and associated 

basaltic lava flows; and finally 
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f) Reworked volcanics, lacustrine sediments, and colluvium and alluvium 

sediments. 

2.1.3 Tectonic Features 

The main geological features that have been observed in the study area include: faults, 

joints, and fractures (and other mesostmctures like flow layering and folding associated with 

silicic lavas) Woldu et al (1994). 

The area is intensively dissected by a number of minor and major normal faults mnning 

almost parallel to each other in a NNE-SSW direction and are usually ananged in "en echelon" 

fashion. These faults belong to the Wonji Fault Belt. They form steps and local graben-horst 

stmctures. 

Observed downthrows estimated from the heights of the fault scarps range from few 

meters in the minor faults to more than 100m (mainly west ofNazareth).The faults dissect almost 

all units outcropping in the area and volcanism has been observed to be associated with these 

faults and repOlied to be presently buried under the lacustrine sediments (Skutan et aI., 1982). 

Indirect evidences of recent active faulting like velY fresh fault scarps and traces of fault 

movement have also been observed in few places. 

Joints are abundant in the intensely welded ignimbrite unit (mainly its middle pOliion) in 

the area .The unit shows fracturing and network columnar joints in the outcrops west of Nazareth. 

Joints and fractures (mainly concoidal ) have also been observed in the other flows. Flow 

layering and folding have mainly been observed in the basaltic and acidic lava flow units. 

2.1.4 General Geological Evolution 

The eruption of the fiamme ignimbrite and the aphanitic basalt units almost 

contemporaneously (the latter being most probably emplaced first) occUlTed in the beginning. 
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This event is believed to be followed by a major faulting event which mainly affected the westem 

and the southwestem parts of the area. The faulting resulted in the formation of structures like 

Cehema ridge. Following or together with the above faulting event occurred older acidic 

volcanism which gave rise to the flows that formed the Boku ridge. These volcanics were also 

highly affected by major faulting. Then comes the emplacement of the poorly welded lithic rich 

ignimbrites unit in the previously formed troughs and hence it presently occupies relatively lower 

topographic areas. Next occurred minor faulting events which fOlmed small cliffs and step faults 

in the area. The fissure basalt eruptions which gave rise to the porphyritic vesicular basalts were 

related to these faulting .This was likely followed by the eruption of younger acidic volcanics 

which most probably occurred along previously fOlmed faults. These acidic volcanics formed 

flow units and domes ( the Debits and Magyar domes). The formation of the precalderal 

volcanics, the f01mation of the caldera itself and the deposition of the post calderal volcanics at 

Gadamsa took place at this stage . The eruption of younger scoraceous basalts and scoria (and 

associated flows) forming spatter and cinder cones occurred earlier and contemporaneously with 

the deposition of lacustrine, alluvial and colluvial sediments in the study area .The alluvial 

sediments represent the youngest deposition unit in the area; being present day deposit. 

2.2 Detail Geology of the Boku area 

Boku is between Nazareth and Wonji, about 5km south of Nazareth. Here rhyolite domes 

have been extruded fi'om nOlth-north east trending faults and subsequently displaced by faults of 

nOlth-Northwest trend two areas of warm ground, both associated with the n01th - west faults are 

known. At Boku, hydrothermally altered ground extends fi'om 200meters along the fault 

downthrown n01theast. 
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East from Boku about lkm, another zone of hydrothennal alteration up to 100 metres 

wide exteuds for 300 metres along a southwest downthrown fault. At both localities chalcedony 

and agate are common. Calcite ,gypsum and oolitic silica are also reported. 

The general geology of the area comprises of alluvium and lacustrine sediments, older 

alkaline and peralkaline rhyolite domes or flows of Nazareth group volcanics, and Pleistocene -

subrecent basalts of the Wonji group. Locally ash and tuffs are common .The older alkaline and 

peralkaline rhyolite domes and flows occupying the largest area of the volcanics are composed of 

rhyolite and minor obisidian . The Pleistocene subrecent basalts are exposed n0l1h and east of 

Boku ridge on both sides of Nazareth - Asela road. The alluvium and lacustrine sediments mainly 

occupy lower topography areas in the surrounding of Nazareth and Wonji sugar -estate. 

Boku volcanic ridge is made of alkaline and peralkaline rhyolite lava domes and flow 

(0.8my, Alula D. et aI., 1992) which cover the floor complex ignimbrites in the central part of the 

rift (Fig 2). From stratigraphic point of view, the Boku rhyolites fall between Adama-Boku 

basalts and Wonji basalts. The acidic rocks consist of rhyolite lava domes, obsidian flows, tuffs 

and ashes. 

The occurrence of repeated step faulting makes it clear that the Boleti hydrothermal area is 

located on a still active and deep tectonic zone. The rhyolite and obisidian flows are strongly 

foliated and the top part is hydrothermally altered. The severe refolding of the rock bodies gives 

rise to peculiar foliation shuctures which are characterised by tension and laminar fractures. 

2.2.1 Stratigraphy 

As the work of Alula. (1990) and Woldu .( 1994), explain in the area under investigation 

one finds valious types of volcanic rock exposed which were the results of volcanism fi'om 

Pliocene to Recent (Mohr 1987 and other). Several volcanoes were active contemporaneously as 
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evidenced by the interfiguring of their products. Most of the exposures are limited to river and 

road cuts covered by either reworked volcano clastic deposits or extensive ash flow units. 

The lithological character of unit for the Boku area is summarised hereunder according to 

the suggested stratigraphic position from bottom to top. 

The rocks of the Boku group are associated with a large central volcano and several 

smaller centres outcropping near Wagillo. The volcanic products connected with the activity of 

these centres, observed to extend as far as the Jogo ridge and fill all the depressions found in the 

westem part of the study area. 

These rocks are constituted by a base of acidic lava flow unit covered by a pyroclastic 

flow unit characterised by pumice fall deposits, ignimbrites and ash flow. 

Older Acidic Lava Flows 

Older acidic volcanics which occur as lava flows from the Boku ridge (south of Nazareth) 

in the study area. The flows mainly constitute white rhyolite unit which is often associated with 

obsidian layers. Occasional layers of pumice and ash have also been observed. Dues to alteration 

and also due to their small size phenocrysts are scarce in many rhyolites from different parts of 

the ridge. The thickness of the flows in this area is estimated to be more than 100 m. Flow 

structures like banding and folding are evident in these rhyolites. 

Petrographic study of the representative samples from the rhyolitic flows of the Boku 

Ridge reveal that the rocks are generally scarcely porphyritic with glassy to micro crystalline 

(sometimes cryptoclystalline) felsic ground mass which occasionally contains microlites of alkali 

feldspar. Phenoclysts are mainly alkali feldspar, quartz and rare aegrine. Flow structures are 

also evident in some thin sections. No clear field evidence could be observed to asceltain the 

relative position and relation between other lithologic units in the area and acidic flows of Boku 
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ridge Woldu A. et aI., (1994). However, data from Begazzi et aI., (1981) indicate an absolute 

age of about O.8my and younger for these flows. The older acidic flows at Boku are intensely 

dissected by major normal faults. 

Pyroclastic Flo\v and Fall 

The rocks of this group are exposed over wide areas at Wagillo, Boku, near Nazareth city 

dump, at Kimbibit river and in a quany located along the Koka Nazareth road. 

At Wagillo, this unit is constituted by 10m thick, weakly stratified, coarse, fine depleted 

pumice fall deposit. The pumice clasts are sub-angular and are interlayered with Ikm thick grey 

well welded ignimbrite, patches of dark glass and grey, fine ash flow deposits. 

Near Boleti ridge, in a small quarry, a 5m thick velY coarse pumice fall deposit carrying 

large lenses of obsidian occur. 

At the Nazareth city dump, this unit is made up by a base of coarse angular, fine depleted pumice 

fall deposit canying levels of grey and brown ash giving an overall appearance of weak 

sh·atification. On top of this section, separated by 20cm thick brown paleosol, 60cm,thick well

welded grey ignimbrite occur. Finally a whitish, 3-4cm thick scarcely welded coarse ignimbrite 

rich in pumice clasts and litnic fragments cap all the unit. 

At Kimbibit river, rocks of this group cover a basalt unit of Dera-Nazareth group. This 

section stalts with a base of 1.5m thick, black, fine grained, glassy ignimbrite followed by a total 

of 6m thick, brown to grey ash flows separated by thin horizons of paleosol. 

The best outcrop of this unit is located in a quany found along Kika-Nazareth road. The 

deposit is constituted almost entirely by weakly stratified coarse grained pumice fall containing 

layers of grey to brown fine grained ash flow deposits and centimetric levels of paleosol. 
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2.2.2 Observed Structural Features 

Regarding the stmctural geology of the area, in the Boku and Wagillo area several 

remnants of caldera rims, evidenced by their curved outline and constituted by rhyolitic lava flow 

are present. The largest one, the Boku ridge is facing n011heast and has 160-m height. Its flank 

is cut by n011h-south oriented faults forming a 1km wide graben along which sh'ong hydrothermal 

activity occurs. Similar but less curved ridge is present in the Jogo area which is constituted by 

composite curved ridges facing west. 

Cinder and spatter products of basaltic composition (scoria and scoraceous basalts) are 

abundantly distributed in the form of cones in the study area. These cones mainly occur 

Southeast and Southwest (around Wonji) of Nazareth town. They are preferentially dish'ibuted 

along north-N0l1heast oriented narrow zone, commonly known as the Wonji Fault Belt (Mohr, 

1960). The cones are conshucted around central vents, and show clear alignments along young 

fissures(faults). 

The quany of pumice fall deposit of the Boku group located along the city dump near 

Nazareth is affected by meso-scale normal faults whose orientation range fi'om n011h-No11heast to 

east-Northeast direction. Alula et a!., (1990). 
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3. SURFACE AND GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY 

As Tamiru and Vernier (1997) pointed out the Ethiopian Rift Valley is characterised by high 

geothermal energy and hydrothermal activity attributed to its high thelma I anomaly. A large number 

of thermal springs and fumaroles are associated with cenh'al acidic volcanoes, where younger 

fi'actures that postdate the volcanic activity discharge hydrothelmal fluids. These fi'actures, in the 

central pmt of Ethiopian Rift are represented by the Wonji Fault Belt (Mohr, 1971; Di Paola, 1972), 

which tap thermal water and steam fi'om the underlying geothermal reservoirs that are probably 

located near shallow magma chambers. 

The studied area is located near the Boku Caldera which directly shows the presence of 

collapsed magma chamber underneath. The Pliocene ignimbrites and basalts are the impOitant 

aquifers in the Ethiopian Rift Valley both fi'om hydrological Tamiru (1993) and geothermal point of 

view Tesfaye (1982) Berhanu (1996) . The groundwater temperatures in these aquifers, for 

example in the Nazareth area with bore hole depth of 100 m., reaches 26°C. In the nearby Debre 

Zeit area, the temperature of the groundwater within basaltic and ignimblitic aquifers at a depth of 

140 m., is about 18°C, which is a characteristic value for the normal ground water Tamiru and 

Vernier (1995). 

The high temperature anomaly of groundwater in the Nazareth area could be athibuted to the 

shallow location of high geothermal gradients that are due to repeated tectonic and volcanic 

activities. In the investigated area, the floor complex ignimbJites are exh'emely welded and 

intensively fractured, so that taking into consideration also their sh'atigraphic position, they are 

promising aquifers, where fi'acture pelmeability prevails on pore pelmeability. 
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running faults (fig 3 ). These faults, indeed, may feed vertical laminar fractures and tension fractures 

and act as a veliical pipeline. The foliation fi'actures (tension cracks and laminar fractures) 

increasing largely the vertical permeability rhyolite. The deep running recent faults are substantially 

inclined and cUived to reach high thermal anomaly areas. The infiltrating water from South and 

South-western palis, mainly fi'om the great alluvial tet1'ain fed by Awash river, may recharge the 

high geothermal gradient areas. The minimum theoretical depth of the provenance ofthelmal water 

can be evaluated using the fOlmula given by Celico (1986). 

P=Pe +(T-Ta)G 

where: P = minimum theoretical depth (m) 

Pe = the thickness (m) of the rock which could be affected by external temperature; 

T = temperature of thelmal water ( 0C); 

T, = temperature of infiltrating water, °c (equal to mean yearly air temperature minus 2 

or 3 °c 

G = geothelmal gradient (m! DC) 

The geothelmal gradient in the Ethiopian Rift Valley, as calculated fi'om the temperature 

data of Birhanu G. (1993, 1996), is about 6m! °c Tamiru A and A. Vernier. Pe is extremely variable, 

ranging from 15 to 17 m in the porous rocks, fi'om 24 to 27 m in limestone, and fi'om 35 to 39 in 

granites (Celico, 1986). Since rhyolites are the dominant lithology in the studied area, it is possible 

to say that volcanic rocks are more compacted than limestone, but less than granites, so that, for their 

massive nature they could transmit the effect of external temperature at a greater depth, which could 

be assumed to be closer to granites. Hence, for Boku rhyolites, the value of 35 m. is considered for 

Pe . Ta being = 15°C and T = 78 DC, then the calculated value ofP will be 413m. This value could 

also be considered as minimum depth oftapping fi·achlres. 
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Since the steam temperature at the surface is undoubtedly higher than the condensed water, the 

expected value of P wiII also be high. In fact, other factors being constant, a value of 100°C for T 

would give a value of 545 m for P. The steam and the thelmal water (actually in small drops) may 

have the same aquifer. However, the steam may be paltially transformed h'ansformed into hot water 

by contact with shallow cold water. 
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3.2 Rain Fall 

The main palt of this work stems from information obtained from the work of Getahun K. of 

the EIGS(1987) hydrogeology of the Nazareth area. As explained by Getahun, Seventeen rainfall 

stations have been installed by the National Climatological Service and Valley Development 

Authmity out of which 15 are in the middle Awash, I in the Zwai drainage basin at Abura and I in 

the upstream palt of the Wabi Shebelle drainage basin. Those at Kola, Wonji, Metahara and Abura 

belong to class I where rainfall, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, radiation and 

evaporation are recorded. That of Nazareth and Kulumsa belong to class 3 where rainfall and 

temperature are recorded. 

A summary of 4 to 25 years of the mean monthly rainfall data is given in Table ( 3 ) from 

which the histogram of rainfall for selected station is drawn (fig 4 ) 

According to the isohyetal map, climate in the area is governed by altitude variation of air 

temperature and precipitation occurs On the Minjar Shenkora high land where the altitude is greater 

than 2000 meters above mean sea level, annual rainfall varies 11'0m 900 to 1000 mm/year and 

gradually decreases eastward to 500 nun/year at Metahara in the rift which has an altitude of 955 

meters above mean sea level. Within the rift, altitude decreases fi'om Southwest to Nmtheast. In the 

same way the mean annual rainfall decreases fi'om 700 mm/year in the Southwest to 500 nnnlyear at 

Methara located in the Southwest of the Main Ethiopian Rift. 

From the main monthly rainfall data, the monthly rainfall coefficients are calculated for all 

station in the area, Table ( 4 ). 

A month may be considered as rainy as soon as the monthly rainfall coefficient reaches 0.6 (60% of 

the rainfall module), and distinctly rainy when it exceeds 0.8. Extremely rainy months have a 

coefficient of more than I, i.e., the rainfall exceeds the module value (Awash River basin vol. III; 

RAO,1965). 
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According to the rainfall coefficients, tln'ee seasons are recognised: namely the Rainy, DIY and 

small rain seasons. 

3.3 Evapotranspiration 

Due to lack of sufficient data, it was not possible to detelmine exactly the evaporation and 

evapotranspiration of the studied area. But it is possible to estimate the evapotranspiration of the 

areas based on the results available for areas which have got similar climate patterns. 

The main factor affecting evaporation is the total solar radiation. Evaporation measurements using 

a Colorado type pan taken by the National Climatological Service and the Valleys Development 

Authority for stations at Koka, Wonji, and Metahara. A summalY of the mean monthly and annual 

evaporation values are given in Table( 4 ). 

The potential evapotranspiration for areas having temperatures below 26.5 °c are taken ii-om 

Nomogram For the evaluation of standardised monthly potential evapotranspiration and for areas 

having temperatures exceeding 26.5 °c fi-om a table by Thornthwaite. In table( 4 ) it can be seen that 

except July, August and September, the potential evapoh'anspiration is greater than precipitation for 

most of the months but for Methara area the potential evapotranspiration is greater than precipitation 

for all the months. 

Mean annual rainfall and mean annual evapoh'anspiration plots (Fig. 5) show that the towns 

ofKoka, Wonji. According to Fig. (5) potential evapoh'anspiration and precipitation values would be 

equal at the altihlde of 1800m above mean sea level. 
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3.4 Recharge and Discharge Processes 

As indicated in the report of Getahun (1987), pat1 of the high rainfall on the westem and 

eastem highlands contribute valying amount of recharge to the groundwater depending on the soil, 

rock and topographic conditions in most regions, while the velY large pOition of the rainfall goes as 

quick nIll-off to the lowlands. On its way down the escarpment, some of the quick mn-off is lost as 

recharge to the groundwater where streams cross fault zones. 

Also Habteab and Melese (1987,unpublished) have explained, the surroundings ofBoku mainly 

comprise of rhyolite and obsidian flows which are impelmeable. Moreover, the domal struchlres and 

higher topography are favourable for quick mn-off than infiltration or recharge and hence the area 

right at the vicinity of Boku steam centre is velY poor for groundwater recharge. 

On the other hand, the low land areas sun·ounding Boku are made up of up lacush·ine deposits, 

alluvium and recent vesicular scoraceous basalt flows which are velY permeable. In addition, 

faulting has created local grabens or depressions which are favourable for groundwater recharge and 

therefore, they are good recharge areas. 

Generally speaking, the infiltrating water fi·om the sonth and south-western palt, mainly 

fi·om the great alluvial telTain fed by Awash river, may reach the high geothelmal gradient areas 

(Tamiru and Vernier, 1997). According to the hydrological model of the Boku fumarole, the area 

could cOlTespond to the presence of deep floor complex ignimbrite aquifers with overlying refolded 

and fi·achlred rhyolite lava domes. The rhyolite fracture pattern seems to increase the discharging 

area by tapping steam fi·om the deep mnning faults. 

3.5 Hydrothermal Manifestations 

The typical evidence for the existence of geothermal fluids at depth is the presence of 

thelmal springs, geysers, fumaroles, hot grounds, hydrothelmal altemations, etc. As the technical 
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report fi-om UNDP describes (1973) at Boku, the hydrothetmally altered ground extends 

fi-om 200 m along a fault thrown nOttheast. Near the south end of the altered zone weak fumaroles 

emerge on the scrap, temperature 74°C. East fi'om Boku at about lkm fi'om the main steam cenh'e, 

another zone of hydrothermal alternation up to 100 m wide, extends for 300 m along a south west 

downthrown fuult within this area, there are several isolated patches of warm ground each of only a 

few square meters in area, with vapour escapes, Small huts have been erected and are being used as 

vapour baths. At both localities chalcedony and agate are common. Calcite, gypsum and oolitic 

silica are also repotted. 
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4. GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

Electrical resistivity methods have been successfully applied in a number of geothe~--.. 
. .<ella! 

explorations to delineate subterranean hot water reservoir boundaries and sizes, The basis foll::' I 
tIe 

electrical resistivity surveying as applied to geothelmal problems is the significant increa:s."" of 

electrical conductivity of rocks as they are saturated with thermal fluids. Thus, the objective ~:f the 

method is to detect resistivity contTasts between the rocks in the geothermal zone and the 
·l'ocks 

surrounding it. 

The subsurface rock resistivity variations affect the electrical CUlTent flow and these in turn I 

affect the distribution of surface electrical potentials. Therefore, it is possible to obtain SUb " I 
sur,ace 

illfOlmation from surface potentialmeasuremcnts. The commonly used resistivity survey ~ th d . 
~··e 0 lSI 

to measure potential differences or gradients between two points using two current eJec"-, d ". I 
"·0 es 101 

I 
passing current into the ground. The usual current types introduced into the ground I:\}'e direct 

I 

commuted or low frequency alternating currents. Potential differences are measured 
USing nor 

polarising electrodes. 

I 

The variation of resistivity with depth is studied by a prom'essive increase of tl 
<0' Ie curl', 

electrode separation so that the effects of rocks at depth will be 1110re significant. 'fhI' ~ th < 
" me O( 

known as Vertical Elech'ical Sounding (VES). Lateral resistivity variations are stUdied . I 
Ilsmg 

I 

method of horizontal profiling for a fixed current electrode separation along a h'averse line. 

The resistivity value is detelmined from the relation developed using Potential dror I 

I 
cmrent measures and the geomeh'ical configuration of the electrodes. If the ground is homog

e
l 

and in a suitable location the resistivity is uniform, but in reality the grOund is )1 
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inhomogeneous and the resistivity varies with the relative position of electrodes. The quantity then 

computed is known as the apparent resistivity (Pa). 

4.1.1 The Concept of Apparent Resistivity 

To understand the concept of apparent resistivity, it is important to discuss the flow of 

electric current in the ground and the disttibution of potentials. The resistivity of a matelial is 

defined as the resistance in ohms between the opposite faces of a unit cube of the material. For a 

conducting cylinder of resistance R, length L and area of cross section A, the resistivity p is given 

by; 

p=lWL (4.1) 

From ohm's law, the relationship of cUiTent, potential difference and resistance is given by: 

dV=dRl 

substituting equation (4.2) in (4.1), 

dV/dL = - plldA = - pI 

where: dV IdL = is the potential gradient (volt! m ) 

i-is the current density (amp I m2 
) 
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Considering a homogeneous and isotropic medium and a single current electr'ode on the 

surface, the current distr'ibution is radial and uniform over a hemispherical shell developed by 

connective hemispheres of equipotential surfaces. With the centr'e at a CUlTent source C, fig ( 5 ) the 

current density at a distance r from a current source is given by 

i = II211 r 

where, 211 r = is the surface area of a hemispherical shell. 

Thus, the potential gradient can be expressed by; 

dV/dr = -pI = -p II211 r2 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The potential at an arbitr'alY distance r relative to that at an infinity can be obtained by integrating 

equation (4.5) from r to infinity. Thus, 

(4.6) 

Equation (4.6) is the basic equation of the electrical resistivity method to determine the resistivity of 

a homogeneous half space earth which can be given by 

p= 211 a VII 

or 

p = 211 aR 

where R = earth resistance. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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If one considers a finite distance for the CUtTent sink using the general electrode 

configuration Fig ( 6) the potential of points at C and B, is thus, 

where, V A is potential contribution from current electrode A 

VB is potential conh'ibution fi'om current electrode B 

Using equation (4.6) 

V M = pI/21t (lirA - l/rB) 

VN = pI/21t (lIRA - lIRB) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The potential difference between the inner electrodes M and N will be, 

tN=VM-VN=pI/21t[ (l/rA-l/rB )-(1/RA-1IRB) (4.12) 

And the apparent resistivity is expressed as, 

Pa = 21t1'N1I [(lirA -lIrB ) - ( liRA - lIRB ) 1 =KV/I (4.13) 

where, K is a geometrical factor and expressed by, 

K=21t/(lIrA - lIrll )-(lIRA -lIRB ) (4.14) 

The resistivity calculated from equation (4.13) is constant and independent of elech'Ode 

spacing and location for a homogeneous earth. But, for an inhomogeneous earth, resistivity vades 

and the computed value is called the apparent resistivity. Thus, equation (4.13) provides the basic 
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a single value of the current electrode spacing and the two values of the potential electrode spacing 

should be carried out at two or three consecutive values of the current electrode spacing. This 

procedure provides a reasonable amount of information on the effect of displacement of the potential 

electrodes on the measurements. The apparent resistivity for this configuration is given by: 

p =K VI (I) (4.15) 

4.2.2 Dipole-Dipole Configuration 

In the dipole-dipole anllY, the electrodes are anllnged in the sequence ABMN where M, N 

are not between A and B. In general, the lengths of AB and MN are made equal. By placing the 

electrode pairs in different orientations, it is possible to have various arrangements. The collinear 

dipole-dipole anangement is shown in Fig. (7b) 

In the collinear arrangement of dipole-dipole configuration the distance BM is selected to be 

either equal to MN or multiples of MN. ABMN are ananged sequentially along a line to be 

surveyed. 

Since the array is symmetrical the point of measurement is generally considered to be at the cenh'e of 

BM. When profiling at one depth of investigation is required the array, ABMN, is moved as a unit. It 

is possible to cany out profiling at several depths of investigation. In principle, the depth of 

peneh'ation increases as the distance BM increases. 

The main advantage of the collinear dipole-dipole technique is the reduced risk of EM 

coupling. The distance between the cunent source and the voltage receiver systems can be increased 

almost indefinitely, being subject to inshumental sensitivity and noise, where as the increase of 

electrode separations in the Schlumberger array is limited by cable lengths. 
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The apparent resistivity for this kind of atTangement system is given by : 

p, = n(n+1)(n+2)a (VII) (4.16) 

The collinear dipole-dipole electrode configuration is the most popular atTay for fi'equency 

induced by polarisation (IP) measurements. The configuration is used in geothermal exploration to 

delineate low resistivity zones related to a hydrothermal system. Topographic effects in resistivity 

surveys basically are caused by the use of flat eaJth geometric factors in the computation of apparent 

resistivity when the measurements are made over an irregular terrain. 

Current lines diverge beneath a hill and converge beneath a valley. Therefore, the associated 

equipotential surfaces, which are normal to cutTent lines also diverge under a hill, they produce 

lower potential differences relative to a flat eatth and hence low apparent resistivities. In a valley, the 

converging equipotential surfaces results in high apparent resistivities. When a hill occurs between 

the transmitting and receiving dipoles, current focussing causes an apparent resistivity high. When 

there is a valley between the transmitting and receiving dipoles current dispersion produces an 

apparent resistivity low (Fox et al 1980). 

Since the larger in values are associated with greater depths of investigation, the data can be 

atTanged in a 2D pseudo-section plot which gives a simultaneous display of both hOlizontal and 

vertical variations in apparent resistivity. The conventional presentation places each measured value 

at the intersection of two 45-degree lines through the centres of the dipoles. Each hOlizontal data line 

is then associated with a special value of n and effective picture of vertical changes in apparent 

resistivity. 
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4.2.3 Electrode Spacing 

For the field work carried out in the studied area, the electrode spacing for dipole-dipole (a) 

was 50m and the maximum innermost electrodes separation was also 50m. In the case of 

Schlumberger soundings the range of spacings (AB/2) was l.5m - 500m and (MNI2) was O.5m -

45m. 

In the field, sounding data points were immediately plotted in a double log - log field book 

and decisions were made whether to repeat the measurement or not from the qualitative nature of the 

field curve by visual inspection. 

The inter-electrode distances were already labelled on the eclectic cable which was wound 

around a reel which can rotate fi'eely on an axle. Usually, sounding stations are along a profile 

mostly at an intelval of lkm (depending on access) and spacings were along the profiles. 

4.3 Sounding Data Reduction 

The common initial procedure in veliical electrical sounding resistivity work is that apparent 

resistivity values are computed from field measurements of cunent (I), potential difference ( V ) and 

a geometlic factor. The plotting is in such a way that the apparent resistivity values are plotted on a 

logarithmic scale as a function of electrode spacing which is half the elech'ode separation (AB/2). 

The apparent resistivity is plotted on the ordinate axis and the elech'ode spacing on the abscissa. The 

logarithmic scale results in the same movement of the curve for a given relative variation of the 

variables, regardless of their actual magnitudes. 

The shape of a CUlve plotted in a logarithmic scale is preselved even when co-ordinates of 

each point along the CUlve are multiplied by arbih·aty constants. This fmills the basis for CUlve 
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matching. The scale also facilitates a comparison of the field curves with theoretical curves which 

are prepared in advance for a pre-detelIDined succession of resistivity and spacing can be presented 

on a single graph. 

In the Schlumberger configuration, the distance between the potential electrodes is increased 

as the distance between cutTent electrodes is increased, otherwise the potential difference between M 

and N becomes too small to be measured for large separation of current electrodes. In principle, the 

depth range of the measurements increase as the CutTent electrodes are displaced outward. As the 

ratio of the distance between the cutTent elech'odes to that between the potential electrodes gets large 

if it becomes necessaty to increase the distance between the potential elech'odes to obtain a 

sufficiently large voltage. 

When the difference between the potential electrodes is changed, measurement at both the 

measuring electrode spacing should be made at least once, and usually two values for the same 

current electrode spacing. So the apparent resistivity values plotted fi'om segmented resistivity 

curves cotTesponding to different potential electrode spacings. In most cases, the segments do not 

tie-in with each other for two reasons; firstly, the ratio of the measuring elech'ode spacing to current 

electrode spacing to current electrode spacing has a finite value (eccenh'icity of the electrode 

configuration). 

Koefoed (1979) developed a c011'ection for this failure of tie-in based on the linear filter method. He 

generalised the application of the method as the filter depends on two quantities only (samples of the 

input function), by means of two groups giving these quantities as functions ofthe eccentricity in the 

input function. 

MundlY (1980) applied the eccentricity correction to Schlumberger sounding data in a 

similar procedure using linear and filter theOlY of Koefoed discussed above. A precise interpretation 
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of the sounding data requires a knowledge of the eccentricity effect, because a change in the 

geometry of the electrode anay may change the form of the curve. 

The second reason for the Schlumberger sounding curve not be tie-in between the segment is 

due to the occurrence of the near surface inhomogeneities in the ground. These inhomogeneities 

affect the cunent distr'ibution pattern, and the relative change in the current density which they cause 

depends on the position of the measuring points with respect to the inhomogeneity. The relative 

en'Or in the measured potential difference changes when the measuring electr'odes are displayed. 

Kunetz (1996) defined the inhomogeneity effect as that caused by anything other than horizontal 

beds. Koefoed (1979) and Vnzjil (1985) have also considered lateral effects to be electrode effects. 

In the present study, both corrections have been overcome by means of smoothing the field 

curve dUling the process of curve matching techniques. 

4.4 The Principles of Equivalence and Suppression 

In actual application of various interpretation methods to a palticular field problem, 

limitations are set by maximum distance from the CUll'ent source to which the electr'ic field due to 

surface inhomogeneities. Furthelmore, all measurements have finite accuracy. On account of all this 

causes, widely different resistivity distribution may lead to apparent resistivity CUlVes which, 

although they are not identical, can not be distinguished in practice. This introduces ambiguity in the 

intelpretation. 

Mathematical fOlmulation of two simple types of equivalence can be easily obtained. If we 

consider, for example, a relatively thin layer sandwiched between two layers whose resistivities are 

much larger than the sandwiched layer. Then the current flow in the eatth will then tend to 
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concentrate into the middle layer (fig 9). The resistance of the elementmy block ofiength, and cross 

section, h m, to such a cUl1'ent flow is 

R=p~lfh~m (4.19) 

and this will be unaltered if we increase p and at the same time increase in the same propOliion. 

Thus, all such middle layers for which the ratio hlp is the same are e1ech'ically equivalent. 

On the other hand, if the resistivity of the middle layer is much larger than that of the layers 

on either side of the middle layer, the elech'ic current will tend to avoid it and take the shOitest route 

to the lower layer. The lines of the cUl1'ent flow will be almost pelpendicular to the layer Fig.(8). The 

resistance of the elementaty block will be 

R=phlM (4.20) 

where, A is the cross section. In this case, all layers for the product hp is the same are electrically 

equivalent, so that, h, and P cannot be detelmined uniquely. 
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5. Magnetics Method 

5.1 Introduction 

The physical background of the magnetic method of geophysical prospecting is linked 

with the "potential" method, having its fundamental in the mathematical theory of the potential. 

The magnetic method even though is used as reconnaissance tool, there has been an increasing 

recognition of its value for evaluating prospective areas by virtue of the unique information it 

provides. Magnetic data are also used commonly to map thin magnetic sheets and lor contacts 

such as faults. An example of this is in petroleum exploration where magnetics is used to identify 

faults in the basement that may conh'ol the depositional history of the sedimentaty basin. 

Magnetics have also been used in the magnetics anomalies associated with hydrothelmal 

alteration which have been used in geothermal exploration, as has mapping of the magnetisation 

contrast at the Curie transition. 

The fact that the characteristics of a rock which detelmines its magnetic effects, the 

intensity of magnetisation (dependent on its susceptibility) has both magnitude and direction, 

makes the magnetics method to be more complicated both in principle and practice. Also the 

magnetic force involves both attraction and repulsion and magnetic effects from rocks may be 

greatly influenced by small traces of certain minerals. 

5.2 Principles and elementary Theory 
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Since magnetics method like gravity method is a potential field method its initial defining 

parameter is the magnetic force. The expression for magnetic force is obtained from coulombs 

law for magnetic poles and symbolically is given by: 

where F- the magnetic force 

ml & m2 - the two magnetic poles 

fl. the unit vector 

(5.1) 

Amore practical quantity than the force is the strength of the magnetic field existing at a 

point in space, as a result of a pole of strength m located at a distance r from it. The magnetic 

field strength H is defined as the force on a unit pole: 

H=F/mf ( 5.2) 

where nf is a fictitious pole at the point in space and is in effect the instrument of measurement. 

Since magnetic poles always exist in pairs, the fundamental entity is the magnetic dipole, two 

poles of strength +m and -m separated by a distance I. Then the magnetic moment is defined as : 

M = m I fl (5.3) 

M being a vector in the direction of the unit vector J"l extending from the negative pole 

towards the positive pole. 
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with their long dimensions across the extel11al field. Paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects can 

only be obselved in the presence of an extel11al field. 

The magnetic poles induced in a material by an extel11al field H will produce a field of 

their own, H', which is related to the intensity of magnetisation I by the fOllliula 

H'=4I1I (5.7) 

The total magnetic flux inside the material, as measured in a narrow cavity having an axis 

perpendicular to the field, is called the magnetic induction B. This is the sum of the extel11al and 

the intel11al fields and is proportional to the extel11al strength in moderately magnetic materials, as 

shown by the relation 

B=H+H'=H+4I1I=H+4IIKH 

B =(!+4IIK)H=fLH (5.8) 

The propOliionality constant !+41tK is equivalent to the permeability fL. Thus equation 

(5.8) can be written as, 

fL=BIH=!+41tK (5.9) 

The permeability is a measure of the modification by induction of the force of attraction 

or repulsion between two magnetic poles. Its magnitude depends on the magnetic properties of 

the medium in which the poles are immersed. 

5.3. Magnetisatioll of Rocks: 

Magnetic rocks have almost always acquired their polarisation from, the ealih's field, the 

exceptions being the rare cases where the magnetisation has resulted fi-om lightning. Often the 

polarisation is of the induced type, and its magnitude and direction are deteilliined entirely by the 

magnitude and direction of the ealih's field as it is today. When the emih's field changes, this 

kind of magnetisation changes accordingly. Other magnetic rocks display a remnant 
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magnetisation that is not related to the earth's present field but is govemed instead by the field 

that existed when the rock was fOlmed. If such a rock is igneous, its direction of magnetisation 

will be that ofthe earth's field at some time after it solidified and before it reached the curie point. 

This is called thermoremanent magnetisation. If the rock is sedimentmy, any orientation of its 

magnetic grains during deposition, generally in quiet water, would have been an alignment with 

the field that existed when the deposition occurred. This is depositional remnant magnetisation. 

The remnant magnetism of quickly cooled molten rocks (e.g., lava flows) is the record of 

the direction of the earth's field at the time of cooling, or solidification, due to the small grains of 

magnetite aligning with the direction of the ealih's field. The study of the plate tectonics, sea 

floor spreading, and the geomagnetic -reversal time scale ( COX\ 

5.3.1. The total Field and its components 

Any magnetic field associated with a buried source is of course superimposed on that of 

the earth. The resultant field observed on the surface is a vector which has both magnitude and 

direction. Early instruments for measuring the field on landslide the magnetic balance were 

designed to read its horizontal or veliical components. Modem air bome and ship-towed 

instruments, on the other hand, measure the actual field, which is referred to as the total field, 

Interpretation of total fields, complex than that involving individual components, such as the 

vertical, which was the one generally recorded in most early measurement on land. 

5.3.2. The Magnetic potential and Poisson's relation 

The magnetic field has a potential , which is simply the work necessary to bring a unit 

magnetic pole from infinity to a point a distance I' from another source of magnetic polmity of 

strength P. The magnetic potential U can be expressed by the relation; 

U=l/lJ. PIR (5.1 0) 
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The magnetic field is the spatial derivative of the potential. The direction of the field is 

determined by the direction associated with derivative. The X component of the field is simply 

du/dx, where x is in the direction ofthe resultant magnetic field. 

The magnetic potential and hence the magnetic field strength associated with a 

magnetised body can be found at any point in telms of the gravitational potential by use of 

Poisson's relation. This is particularly valuable for predicting the magnetic defect of butied 

bodies. Magnetic fields from such bodies, even those with simple geometrical forms, are more 

difficult to derive directly than the corresponding gravitational fields. According to Poisson, the 

magnetic potential U can be expressed in the fmm 

where 

U=-I/yp dV/Di 

V= gravitational potential 

i= direction of magnetic polarisation 

I = magnetization or polarisation 

p= density 

y= universal gravitational constant 

(5.11) 

The cOlTesponding magnetic field component in any direction S is , 

Hs= -du/ds = I1yp d( dv/di)/ds (5.12) 

If H, is polarised in the Z (vertical) direction, and if the horizontal component Hx of the 

magnetic field is desired, it can be obtained from the equation, 

Hx =-du/dx =I/yp d/dx( dv/dz) 

while the vet1ical component Hz will be, 

Hz =-dn/dz = I/yp d2v/dz2 

5.4. Magnetism of the Earth 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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Recently trends have developed in magnetic surveying toward analysing regional data to 

study large-scale geology as well as toward the use of more precision and detailing. With 

increased precision of field measurements, including precise geodetic conh'ol, adequate 

recognition of anomalies requires subtraction of the regional or background field. To determine 

what to subtract, familiarity with the ea11h's magnetism on a global scale is required. F011unately 

, a large body of data of this kind has accumulated over the past centmy fi'om magnetic 

observatories and field measurements. 

The following are aspects of the earth's magnetism that have the greatest bearing on 

magnetic prospecting. 

5.4.1. The Magnetic Elements and Theil' characteristics 

At evelY point along the earth's surface, a magnetic needle fi'ee to orient itself in any 

direction aronnd a pivot at its centre will assume a position in space determined by the direction 

of the ea11h's magnetic field F at that point. Normally this direction will be at an angle with north

south direction. Since measuring instruments conventionally installed in magnetic observatories 

respond only to the horizontal of vertical components of the actual field, it is customalY to 

resolve X and Y projections) and its vertical component Z see Fig (9) . The angle which F 

makes with its horizontal component H is the inclination I, and the angle between H and X 

(which by convention points north) is the declination D. 

The quantities X,Y,Z,D,I,H and F , known as the magnetic elements, are related as follows: 

H=FcosI 

Z=FsinI=HtanI 

X=HcosD 
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Y=H sinD 

X2+Y2 = H2 

X2 +y2 +Z2 =H2+ Z2 =F2 (5.15) 

All these relations are derivable from the diagram. The veliical plane through F and H is 

called the local magnetic meridian. North 

East 

Z 

Down f-------v Fig (9) The Magnetic Elements 

5.4.2. Variations of the Earth's Magnetic Field 

From the study of information in navigation and measurements taken at magnetic 

observatories ., it was recognised that the earth's magnetic intensity changes its direction slowly 

and ilTegularly with time. The variations of the ealih's magnetic intensity can be resolved into 

secular changes, solar diumal changes, lunar-diumal changes, and changes resulting from 

magnetic stonns. 

5.4.3. Secular Variation 

Slow changes in the emih's field which take place progressively over decades or centuries 

are known as secular variations. Isuch changes are noted in all the magnetic elements at magnetic 

observatories everywhere in the world. The rates of change vary with time. 

The projection of CUll'ent rates of secular variation is not reliable means of determining 

past fields of predicting future ones. Paleomagnetic observations show that there have been 

variations as well as repeated reversals of the emih's field over geological time, the most recent 
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one taken place in a very shott time. The mechanism for the reversals is not well understood, 

although most theories associate it with changes in the flow of electric currents within the earth 

which are induced by conducting material in the eatth's core set into motion by convention. 

5.4.4. Magnetic Storms 

In addition to the predictable short-tetID variations in the earth's field, there are transient 

disturbances which by analogy with their meteorological counterparts are called magnetic storms. 

Such stmIDs cause considerable dislUption in magnetic prospecting operations. The oscillations 

that take place while they are going on are so rapid and unpredictable that it usually is not 

feasible to COlTect for them as with diumal variations. Magnetic surveys must generally be 

discontinued during stmIDs of any severity. 

5.4.5 Corrections for Magnetic Variations 

There are several ways of cmTecting magnetic data according to the various magnetic 

variations. For the secular variation of magnetic data a model which is known as the intemational 

Geomagnetic reference Field (IGRF) has been prepared from comparison of individual magnetic 

responses in different areas of magnetic observatories. So, it has become standard processing 

practice for magnetic survey that the applicable IGRF(updated to the time of the survey)is 

subtracted from the observed values of the total magnetic intensity. 

The cOlTection for the observed diumal variation is more problematical, because the daily 

variation of the eatth's magnetic field is highly variable and can not easily be approximated by a 

mathematical model. The necessary corrections are mostly attempted by the continuos 

observation of a base-station magnetometer located in or near the survey area. The measured 

magnetic field in the either through a direct subtraction of the two data sets ofthrough the manual 

removal of cOlTesponding anomalies from the observed survey data. 
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Since , variations in the magnetic field due to magnetic storms can be so rapid, 

unpredictable, and of such large amplitude, that normally discontinued under these conditions. 

6. DATA ACQUISITION AND INTERPRETATION 

6.1 Electrical Method 

6.1.1 Instruments Used and Data Acquisition 

The instrument used for the present study in both the Schlumberger and dipole-dipole 

method are; an ac generator (Briggs-station) which has got a power out put of ( ); a TSQ-3 square 

wave transmitter which is connected to the ac generator by a tlu'ee phase electrical cable and a 

receiver called IPR-8 which is connected to the potential electrodes. 

In the present work, for the electrical sounding survey the field layout is divided into two 

profiles which are approximately parallel and separated by a distance of 500m. Six sounding stations 

are chosen with a spacing of approximately lkm for the first profile and four soundiug stations are 

chosen on the second profile again their separation being lkm. 

The cutTent sent into the ground is read from the TSQ-3 square wave transmitter and IPR-8 

receiver measures the resulting potential difference. The apparent resistivity value is calculated by 

using equation (4.9) and the measured apparent resistivity is plotted against AB/2 on a logaritlunic 

paper right after each measurement to observe the curve It'end on the field which is very helpful to 

cotTect out liars which are introduced by measurement errors and repeat observations if necessary 

before it is too late. 

Nine VES stations are made using Schlumberger field array, 

six on the first profile with a spacing of about lkm and three on 

the second profile directed NE - SW direction. In this array a 

pulsed ac current is introduced into the ground through two outer 
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current electrodes A and B. The resulting potential is measured 

between two closely spaced inner electrodes M and N located at the 

centre of the sounding. Measurements are made at increasing 

current electrode spacing and the apparent resistivity is 

calculated using the relation, 

p =KV!I (6.1) 

Then the sounding curves are plotted using the values of apparent resistivity VS AB/2 of 

the Schlumberger expanding spread. 

6.1.2 Interpretation 

The aim of geophysical intetpretation of sounding data is to detemline the thickness and 

resistivity of different horizons from a study of the YES field curves and to use the se results to 

obtain a complete geological picture ofthe study area. 

There are two types of intetpretation, namely qualitative and quantitative intetpretation. 

When the principles of equivalence and/or suppression do not allow quantitative intetpretation, 

quantitative intetpretation is catTied out. Vettical electtical soundings are intetpreted to express the 

results obtained fi'om field measurements in terms of geological formations. 

It is very impottant to find a relation for the electt'ical potential at the surface of the earth, in 

order to cOl1'elate the quantities that are measured and the parameters that define the resistivity 

stt'atification in the subsurface. 

Two methods the image and Laplace solution methods have been developed to calculate the 

potential field in a layered medium. 
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The image solution was first proposed by Hummel (1932) and improved by a number of 

workers, Cagniard (1952); Koefoed (1932); Homilus (1961), and Orellena and Mooney (1966). The 

basis of this method lies in the assumption that the electric current behaves similarly to light rays in 

which case the elech1c current density and the light intensity decreases as the square of the distance 

from the odgin increases. The method involves a single overburden of layers where the potential 

dish1bution due to a point source is detelmined in a medium by a plane boundmy. Hence, the sum of 

the potentials due to a source at the sUlface and an infinite series of image sources or fictitious 

origins give the potential at a point on the sUlface. 

The sh'ength of each successive unique source is reduced by the reflection coefficient (K) 

between the layer boundaries. Then, the basic fOlmula which determines the potential at any point 

on the surface is given by: 

VCr) = (6.2) 

Where, r = the distance from the current sources to the measUl1ng point 

K = reflection coefficient =(P2 - PI )/( P2 +PI ), where PI and P2 are resistivity values for 

two mediums 

h = depth of the plane of the boundmy 

PI = resistivity of the first layer 
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This basic formula is extended to provide the potential disnibution due to a four-elecn'ode 

system where, at any potential elecn'ode a potential due to two current sources is determined using 

equation (9), 

Equation (4,15) can be used for developing the apparent resistivity expression for any four

electrode system using the potential field formulas for each array such as equation (4,12) for the 

Schlumberger configuration, 

The formula provides the basic relation between Pa , Pl ; the elecn'ode spacing and the depth 

of the upper bed for any elecn'ode system, so that the ratio Pa/Pl is plotted against the ratio of 

elecn'ode spacing over the depth of the upper bed. 

The curves are plotted on BI-logarithmic scale which petmits the preservation of the curve 

shape and a wide range of values to be presented on a single graph. Various master curves are 

prepared for different ratio of Pa /Pl between ± co; the most commonly used is the two layer curve, 

Intetpretations using these standard curves are made by plotting field apparent resistivity CUlVes on a 

n'ansparent BI-logarithmic paper on the same scale of the master CUlve. The field CUlve is made to 

slide on the CUlves or a CUlve is interpolated between two adjacent CUlves. 

The CUlves are moved parallel to the respective co-ordinate axis, The points where Pa iPl = 1 

and a/h = 1 on the master sheet determines the values of Pl and h on the field CUlve and P2 is 

detetmined fi-om the value ofK. 

In this work, two layer CUlves and auxilimy point methods were used in the intetpretation 

procedures of this work. 

In the second method, the potential field of any number of horizontal layers is obtained from 

the solution of Laplace equation for cylindrical co-ordinates. It has been derived by Stefanoscu and 
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Schlumberger (1930), and involves the determination of the potential at a point with respect to the 

resistivity of the upper must layer (PI) and at distance l' from a cunent source ofiength I. 

It is defined by: 

where, V = the potential at a point on the surface 

A, = a variable of intetpolation 

jo = Bessel function of zero order 

K(A. ) = a Kemel function 

(6.3) 

K(A. ) is controlled by the thickness and resistivity of the underlying layers. The apparent 

resistivity for each configuration is defined with respect to P and r using equation (4.18) and the 

potential expressions for each configuration have been discussed in the previous sections. The main 

problem is the determination of the layer parameters, thickness and resistivity using the apparent 

resistivity expression. 

6.1.2.1 Methods of Determining Layer Earth Parameters 

The two popular intetpretation methods which are in use today are the auxiliaty point and the 

Pekeris - Koefoed method. A number of other methods are in practice nowadays which are trial-and-
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error or optimisation approach. E.g. Ghosh (1971a, 1971b), Inman teal. (1973), Johnson 

(1975,1977). 

6.1.2.2 The Auxiliary Point Method 

It is Hummel (1932) who proposed the development of the auxiliatytechnique of sounding 

data intetpretation. Later other scholars (workers) published theoretical resistivity sounding curves 

based on auxiliaty point method. E.g. Ebelt (1943), Cagniard (1952), Koefoed (1960), Homilius 

(1961) and Orellana and Mooney (1966). 

The method is approximate and its accuracy decreases as the number of layers in the 

sounding curve increases. 

In the auxiliaty point method each of the branches of apparent resistivity curve is 

approximated by a two-layer theoretical apparent resistivity curve. This method is when the 

thickness of each successive layer is much greater than the combined thickness of all the overlying 

layers. The reduced sounding data are plotted on a double-logarithm h'ansparent graph sheet 

preferably with modules of 62.5mm,with apparent resistivity on the ordinate and electrode spacing 

(ABI2) on the abscissa. Then, the plotted field curve is superimposed on the sets of two-layer master 

curves. The axes are kept parallel to the ordinate system of the master curve and the curve is shifted 

until a good fit is reached. 

The co-ordinates of the origin of the master curves as traced from the field CUlve gives the 

values of P and h . The co-ordinates of the cross of these two-layer CUlves are considered to 

represent the thickness and the resistivity of a fictitious layer that represents the sequence of shallow 

formation. In this type of CUlve matching shOlt segnlents of a resistivity sounding CUlve are selected 
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for interpretation using the theoretical curves for the single overburden, starting with the shotter 

spacing and working towards the longer spacings. As each pottion of the curve is intelpreted the 

layer comptising the interpreted portion of the sounding curves are lumped together to form a 

fictitious unifotm layer with a lumped resistivity, PI, and a lumped thickness, hi . This fictitious layer 

is then used in place of the surface layers when the next pottion of the curve is analyses. This 

procedure is continuously used until the field resistivity curve is completely intelpreted. 

The auxiliaty method of intelpretation is a tt·ial-and-error approach and a way of finding the 

first solution for subsequent optimisation of computer program. 

In the present study sounding data were plotted on a double logarithm tt·ansparent graphs of 

modules 62.5mm. Orellana and Mooney (1966), two layer theoretical curves of 62.5mm modules 

with auxiIialY curves (A,Q,H,K) were used for intelpretation of the sounding curves. The model 

parameters ('hue' resistivities and thicknesses) were used as initial model parameters in the 

optimisation method of intelpretation. The I-D resistivity model CUlves of sounding data of 10 

stations, produced by using this method on the computer are presenter here. 

Then the sounding CUlves are plotted using the values of apparent resistivity VS ABI2 of the 

Schlumberger expanding spread. 

6.2 Magnetics Method 

6.2.1. Instrument used and Data Acquisition 

The inshument used in the present study is the integrated geophysical system (IGS2) 

geophysical equipment. The instrument measures the total magnetic field intensity and a digital 

display of the value is recorded. The sUlvey has been carried out along three profiles, two of 

them, which are along the same line of the electrical resistivity and the gravity sUlvey. 
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6.2.2. Interpretation of Magnetic Data 

Since the lows of potential theOlY are fundamental in magnetics method, the teclmiques 

employed for interpreting magnetic data have many similarities to most of gravity data 

interpretation. 

There are two ways of interpreting magnetic data. These are the quantitative and 

qualitative interpretation methods. 

A large amount of the effOli put into intelpreting data obtained in magnetic exploration 

might go no fmiher than a qualitative evaluation of magnetic maps of profiles. The presence or 

absence of a fault or an intrusive body may be of much more important than its shape or its depth 

of burial, neither of which can be uniquely detelmined from magnetic data any way. In many 

magnetic surveys, the objective is to describe the boundalY between sedimentalY basins and 

surrounding areas where the basement is shallow. 

Such infOlmation can often be obtained by visual inspection of a magnetic map. A basin 

is characterised by smooth contours and low magnetic relief, while the surrounding platfOim area 

shows steep gradients and high relief in the magnetic contours. Often a well-defined boundary 

between zones with appreciably different degrees of magnetic relief can indicate the presence of 

a major basement fault. 
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7.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7.1 Geoelectrical Sections 

1. Profile 1 

In the survey area, profile 1 consists of YES numbers 1-6. According to the YES data 

along the first profile, the geoelctrical sections of this profile has a five layered earth stmcture 

except at YES 3 which has a three layered eatih sh·ucture. The analysis of the geoelech'ic and 

psedosections have provided useful information regarding the thickness and depth of layers. Fig 

(11). 

The topmost layer along this profile at YES 1,2 and 3 is very thin whose thickness varies 

from 1.6m to 2m. The resistivity of this layer varies from 50,Q.m to 66.Q.m. This is a signature of 

very thin layer of alluvial cover. 

The underlying second layer at YES 1,2 and 3 is described by range of resistivity 15,Q.m 

to 102,Q.m. Here a vety conductive layer is observed at YES 2 and a very high resistive layer is 

observed at YES 3. The depth of this layer extends up to 4.7m fi'om the surface. In this layer the 

very low resistive zone at YES 3can be an indication of weathered basalt or medium grained sand 

which is saturated. 
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The third geoelectric layer is characterised by a relative low resistive value at VES2 and 

3whose value is 2SQ.m and 24Q.m respectively and a high resistive value of 9SQ.m at VESI. 

This layer can be interpreted as a highly weathered and decomposed rock mass. Its depth ranges 

from 8m to 16m from the surface. 
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The fourth geoelectric layer is characterised by a relatively medium resistivity value of 

32Q.m and 85Q.m at YES I AND 3. Here layer 4is missing at VES2 and this might be an 

indication of a fault zone at YES 2. The depth of this layer extends to 44m fi'om the surface. 

The fifth geoelectric layer at VESI and 3 shows a resistivity value of 52Q.m at YES3 and 

702Q.m at YES l.Here the high resistivity value at VESI can be inte1preted ignimbrites. Again 

here the fifth layer is missing at YES 2. 

YES 4 has 4 layers . the first two layers are Ve1Y thin and layer I has a resistivity value of 

27Q.m and a thickness of oAm and layer 2 has 94Q.m and a thickness of O.2m. Here the top can 

be associated with a weathei'ed rock mass. The third layer at VES4 is a ve1Y low resistive layer 

and this can be associated with the hydrothe1mally altered zone which has got a high 

conductance. Then the f01ih layer is a ve1Y high resistive layer and this can be inte1preted as a 

floor complex ignimbrites acquifer. The resistivity value of this layer c011'esponds to a value of 

880Q.m. 

VES5 is located near to the fumarole site of the Boku thermal cenh·e. As the geoelectric 

section shows it has a four layered earth stlUcture. The top layer is very thin and has a resistivity 

value of 233Q.m. Since this value is ve1Y high the top layer can be inte1preted as rhyolite lava 

domes as this is highly resistive. Its thickness is O.8m and its resistivity value is 52Q.m. The third 

layer has a relatively low resistivity value of 40 Q.m and its thickness 52-m. As we can see here a 

very thick rock mass is observed. Then the f01ih layer has a relatively high resistivity value of 

93Q.m. 

VES6 has a five layered ea1ih shucture. The top layer is resistive and it has a value of 

78Q.m. Its thickness is 0.9m which is ve1Y thin. It can be associated with the rhyolitic lava 
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domes. Then a very low resistive zone is observed in the second layer which has got a value of 

l40.m. This can be associated with the hydrothermally altered ground or rock mass. Its thickness 

is 20 m. The fourth layer is relatively resistive and has a value of 730.m and it is very 

thick having a thickness of 49 m. The last layer is actually a highly resistive layer and it can be 

associated with the floor complex ignimbrites. It has got a resistivity value of 1840.m. 

From the geoelectric section of YES 5 and 6 it is possible to infer that the area around YES 5 can 

have a fractured zone due to the variation of resistivity between YES 5 and 6. 

2. Profile 2 

The second profile is located at a distance of approximately 500-m north of the first 

profile. The second profile consists of YES 7,8 and 9. For the second profile also geoelectric 

section was constructed and the result is analysed. Fig (12). 

The second profile at VES7 has a seven layered eat1h structure. The top layer is vety thin 

and has a thickness of 0.9m and its resistivity value is 620.m. The second layer and the third 

layer are a little bit thick and have a value of 2-m thickness. Their resistivity value ranges from 

400.m for the second layer to 820.m at the third layer. Then the fOUl1h layer has a resistivity 

value of 390.m and a thickness of 3 m. The fifth layer is relatively high resistive layer and has a 

value of 1900.m and its thickness is 32 m and this can be associated with the hydrothetmally 

altered zone having a high conductance value. Its thickness is 7 m. The basement layer is vety 

high resistive layer and has a value of 9840.m. This actually can be interpreted as the rhyolitic 

lava domes since lavas have a very high resistive value. 

YES 8 along the second profile has a three layered earth structure. The top layer is a 

resistive layer having a resistivity value of 900.m and a thickness of 0.8 m and the second layer 
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has a relatively low resistivity value of 24~lm. The third layer has a velY high resistivity value of 

2940.m and it is not actually possible to say this layer as a basement layer of YES 7. 

Along YES 7,8 and 9 within the thick layers there are small lenses which has got resistive 

value ranging from small to moderate value and the presence of these lenses may affect the 

general resistivity trend of the Geoelectrical section. 

7.2 Profiling Psedosection 

A dipole-dipole profiling survey has been calTied out only along the first profile and 

psedosections are constructed as shown Fig(l3a, l3b, l3c). 

On the first segment of the profiling psedosection a relatively high resistive is observed at 

the location of YES I and VESS 3 where as a very low resistive zone is observed around VES2. 

As we can see from the psedosection a celiain geological structure is expected at the position of 

YES 2 which can be attributed as a lithological contact zone. This is because ofthe spatter cones 

which are located near VESI and YES 3.The high resistive value at VESland YES 3 might 

indicate the fact that the extension of these spatter cones are bounding the middle low resistive 

zone which is located at VES2. 

The dipole-dipole psedoscetion along VES4 shows generally a high resistive lateral 

variation of the area. Along YES 5 there is a velY low resistive zone fi-om which we can guess 

that this is a sign of the hydrothelmally altered zone. Here also relatively high resistive lateral 

variation is observed. 
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7.3 Magnetic profile 

The magnetic survey has been can'ied out along three profiles where two of them are 

along the same line of the sounding survey. A qualitative interpretation has been carried out. 

The first profile of the magnetics survey shows a very low magnetic anomaly around the 

position of YES! Fig(!4a).Also a very low magnetic anomaly has been observed at the position 

ofVES5. Here we can see that a sharp disturbance is observed on the magnetic profile which can 

be associated with the structural features on the area Fig (!4b). Again a velY low magnetic 

anomaly is observed at the position of YES 6 which can also be associated with the structural 

feature of the area Fig (!4c). 

Profile two of the magnetics survey has also shown a velY low magnetic anomaly along 

the pat'allelline of the location of YES 2 and VES6. Here disturbance ofthe magnetic anomaly is 

observed near the location ofVES 2 Fig (14d). 

The third profile of the magnetics survey has been carried out along YES 7,8 and 9.Here 

an enatic change of the profile is observed at the position ofYES7 and VES9 Fig (14e). 
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8.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Even though a detail geophysical survey is velY impOllant in the are specially seismic and 

gravity methods, all the available data collected and described in the present study indicate that the 

Boku thermal area has all the necesSalY characteristics for the existence of an exploitable geothermal 

potential. 

The VES and profiling data it is possible to see that the western pall of the survey area 

especially near to the fumarole site has shown a good stmctural feahlres such as fractures and deep 

faults. Apml fi'Om that lithological contact zone is observed around the location of YES 1 -3 of the 

study area which includes. Profile two of the study area which includes YES 7,8 and 9 have shown 

an interesting feature characterised by a velY low resistive zone for the large e1ech'ode separation. At 

depths of about 50 m around YES 7 and at a depthof 80 m around VES 9 it is possible to obselve a 

VelY high conductance region which can be associated with the thermal water bearing sh·uctures. 

The magnetics data has also shown a qualitative picture especially around the location of 

YES 1,2 and YES5,6. Here it is possible to see that a celiain struchlral feahlre is expected. 

Regarding the conceptual model of the area, even though sufficient infOlmation is not available fi'om 

the collected data the geophysical sUlveys have indicated a celtain agreement with the proposed 

model. For instance, in the concephlal model it is indicated that the area is characterised by refolded 

and frachlred rhyolite lava domes. This is in a good agreement with the YES data. For the minimum 

depth of the provenance of thermal water in the area, the YES results has shown that low resistive 

zones are obselved at a depth of about 50 - 70 meters range .. This showes that the low resistive zones 

are at shallow depth in contrast with the conceptual model of Tamim & Venier. Actually to get a 
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clear picture for the hydrothelmal activity of the area the present conclusions must be considered as 

a preliminaJY because for a complete understanding of the geothermal system in the study area, the 

following detailed investigations are needed: 

1. A detailed geological survey is velY impOitant specially detailed lithologic & structural mapping 

, hydrochemistly , trace techniques isotopes along with geophysics (deep penetl·ation) and also 

stl·atigraphic correlations of the area are very impoJtant. 

2 . The YES survey must be carried out with the separation of the YES points very near to each 

other in order to get a better picture of the geoelctl·ical sections. 

3. In order to get information about the deep geological stluctures of the area YES electl·ode 

separation possibly> 500 m. 

4.Since the area is topographically inconvenient to cany out a gravity and seismic survey. Especially 

the gravity data will give a better stmctural feature ofthe area. 

5. To overcome the lack of infonnation regarding the geological settings of the area, boreholes are 

very important especialIy near to the fumarole site. 
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